Luncheon fashions from Chantilly Place of rare Chinese breed of prestigious show dogs, owned by the Douglas Riverside. Also featured will be Omega Chapter, who will showcase a group of Shar-Pei puppies, a 333 Black Broadcasters Present Awards Black Owned Broadcasters made before more than 400 The members of the San Democrat Women's Auxiliary, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Eta Nu Omega Chapter, is the first sponsors of the annual fashion show luncheon benefit Sunday, June 9, 2 p.m., at the Chris Davis Super Club, 333 North Riverside. This year's show, "We are the Stars," will feature a variety of models, who will showcase 150 designer fashions from local designers on the runway. Also featured will be a group of Star Pup puppies, a new Chinese breed of dog, shown during the show, donated by the Douglas Telephone family of San Bernardino. Proceeds from this benefit are designated for scholarships and community service projects. Eight high school seniors, who have demonstrated academic excellence and who plan to enroll in a four-year college or university, will receive the $1,000 super scholarship awards. The recipients are from high schools in San Bernadino, Riverside, Redlands and Victorville. Tickets are $35 per person and may be obtained by contacting one of the local sponsors: G. G. Ballock & Son, 3057 38th Street, 714/993-1875; J. F. Waldeck, 714/582-3737. The deadline for purchasing tickets is June 3.

Congressman Calls for Cooperation in Enterprise Zone Establishment
Congressman E. Brown addressed a small group of Westside citizens on the Enterprise Zone and said it would work in the community took on a "spirit of cooperation." Brown said, "Community leaders are going to have to work with their elected officials on every level, city, state and federal." The Enterprise Zone is a tool to build the inner city, to offer incentives to business and manufacturers who will locate there, and in turn, provide jobs and development for the community. The state has passed legislation for the there but the federal government is lagging behind. This year 10 areas will be chosen there or three applications in San Bernadino County.

Publisher's Parents Visiting the Inland Empire...
Rev. and Mrs. Floyd Brown, parents of Publisher Hardy Brown, are visiting from Tuscon, North Carolina. While they are here the Browns are having a family reunion and enjoying the California lifestyle. Rev. Brown bought a very soul stirring morning message at St. Paul AME Church last Sunday. While visiting California they saw Disneyland, the movie studios, Palm Springs, San Diego and other Southland attractions. One of the highlights of their visit was the family dinner where 25 of the California Browns came together, since they never met, new daughter in laws and grand children.

Mr. James W. McMillan, Registrar for the U.S. District Court in Los Angeles, ordered the FBI and the Department of Justice (DOJ) to prepare the Church of Scientology's L. Ron Hubbard to sanctions because of government's dejection in producing documents sought by the church. The order requires the government to make payment order before May 25, 1985.

The case originally filed by the defendant Department of Justice was the government to make payment order before May 25, 1985. The raid was conducted by over 200 agents of the California Browns came tools of the government to stone. The case of the government to make payment order before May 25, 1985. The raid was conducted by over 200 agents of the government to stone.

The case of the government to make payment order before May 25, 1985. The raid was conducted by over 200 agents of the government to stone.
Religious Community News

God is Interested in your Financial Condition!

Question: Dear Pastor Woods, I have read about the importance of giving to God, and I desire to do my part in this. However, I have many bills to pay and wonder if I can give to God and still be able to meet my financial obligations?

Beloved,

Islamic Dawah Center of Riverside...

The Prophets-One Brotherhood


Gospel Xpression

By Ed Jenkins

What a time we had last Saturday evening at Poly High School. The Knights of Harmony, The Christian Defense, St. John's Men Choir, and The Temple Baptist Mark's Chorus set the tone for a spiritual good time.

Now to the Blind Boys, if you aren't heard singing before - and you were at the concert last Saturday - you heard some S.H.O.N.G.S. We were indeed blessed. I was just glad to be there!

We thank you for your support! The Trinity Baptist Faith Temple the Riverside Miss Choir will be hosting of the Voice of Fulfillment from L.A. I am sure they won't want miss the gala affair.

On Sunday morning Mr. the Riverside Miss Choir will be traveling with me to L.A. to the Full Gospel Fellowship Church on Imperial and Warner, for Prince of Peace's Pentecostal anniversary program. You will be so refined please attend.

Clarence Fountain and Five Blind Boys in Concert were Excellent!}

Life Changing Ministries

“A nondenominational Bible Teaching Church”

1104 W. 8th Street
San Bernardino, Calif. 92411
(714) 881-1718

Rev. Jackie Pastor, Reverend

Sunday Worship Service: 11:00 a.m. Sharp
Children's Service: 11:00 a.m. Sharp

Listen to Pastor Woods on Korno 1520 AM: 1:30-2:30 p.m.
Pastor Reginald Woods

St. Paul A.M.E. Church

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, Calif. 92401
(714) 887-1718

Rev. Bernard Pastor, Reverend

Sunday Worship Service: 11:00 a.m.

Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Tuesdays-6:30 p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:00 p.m.

AMOS TEMPLE CME

2719 11th Street
(714) 683-1567

Worship Services

Morning Worship: 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Wednesday 6:30 p.m.

Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:00 p.m.

Rev. C.B. Tollette, Pastor

Loveland

JESUS IS LORD

Charles E. Stogelson, Pastor

8:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
7:30 P.M.

CATHEDRAL WORSHIP
PRAISE CELEBRATION
SHENONIA FELLOWSHIP
THE GREAT FAMILY ASSEMBLY

New Jerusalem Foursquare Church

“Home of the New J’s”

Come lift up Jesus with us and see why 1,500 people attend and register during our weekly services!

Bible School for new members and ministers
Posters. 3. St. James Lute Pastor
Now Jesusfors Church
4747 Avenue A
Riverside, Calif. 92504
(714) 383-3678

Church of Scientology, Mission of Sunnyside

Find out more about Scientology, Spiritual counseling and training.

10 a.m.-10 p.m. 7 days a week
500 N. Western Avenue
Riverside, Calif. 92507
(714) 680-2919
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General Food introduces New Maxwell House Decaffeinated Instant Coffee...

General Foods is introducing two Maxwell House decaffeinated instant coffees, an addition to regular Maxwell House instant coffee. The new decaffeinated instant quality coffee has all the dark cocoa aroma and rich smooth taste of the long time favorite, Maxwell House instant coffee.

New Maxwell House decaffeinated instant coffee is meeting current consumer interest in a decaffeinated instant coffee that offers the taste of "caffeinated" coffee along with decaffeinated benefits and convenience.

Nationally-Known Speaker To Be Featured at Stress Reduction Seminar....

Motivational speaker Sister Ann Circle will present three separate sessions on "Laughter...A Healthier You" on Wednesday, June 5 at the Teacher's Hall of Fame Museum in Redlands.

For the best in Reading

Black Voice News
P.O. Box 1581
Riverside, CA
92501

Call 1-800-952-5062 for a Free Home Energy Survey.

Call 1-800-952-5062 for a Free Home Energy Survey.

When 'instant' is too slow...that's a job for our

SUPER COPIER

AT BIG RED Q

In the never ending battle against time and materials...

Big Red's SUPER COPIER

SUPER COPIER

 pray we can help every office in existence every day of the week.

SUPER COPIER

NOW

THRU

MAY 30, 1985

SPECIAL OFFER

FREE COLLATING

• 5¢ per copy

$9.15 cash rebate. Or replace an older model, $421 rebate.

Maxwell House instant coffee. An addition to regular Maxwell House instant coffee. A new Maxwell House instant coffee comes in a new design with a dark, high quality, gloss lettering and the traditional "cup and ship" that are synonymous with the famous Maxwell House coffee brand.

Maxwell House decaffeinated instant coffee is available in these sizes: 2 oz., 4 oz. and 8 oz. Regular Maxwell House instant coffee comes in these sizes: 2 oz., 4 oz., 8 oz. and 12 oz.

WHAT'S INSIDE YOUR HOME...AND WHAT YOU CAN DO TO IMPROVE IT

If your home doesn't provide you with enough comfort and convenience, there are a number of easy improvements and practices you can make. They're simple, and they add to your enjoyment of the home you love.

If your summer electric bills seem to increase with the temperature, here are a few suggestions that could lower your electric cooling costs. But read them carefully. Certain measures may be more cost effective than others, depending upon where you live.

1. High-Efficiency Air Conditioners

When you replace your old air conditioner, choose a high-efficiency air conditioner. Air conditioners are available in a number of sizes and can lower your bill. And, the added efficiency can even pay for itself in the long run. Plus, Edison rebates (with a rebate of $421 for qualified consumers).

2. Pre-cooler

If you have a central air conditioning unit and live in a very warm climate, adding a pre-cooler can improve your system's efficiency. Pre-coolers attach directly to the conditioner section and pre-cool the incoming air so you air conditioner can work less. Energy Edison offers a $421 rebate on approved pre-coolers.


A heat pump is a year-round heating and cooling system. In the summer, it works as an air conditioner by removing heat from inside your home and pumping it outside. In the winter, a heat pump extracts heat from the outside air and moves it through your home. This is two to three times more efficient than traditional systems. Install a new heat pump and you may qualify for a $421 rebate. Or replace an older model with a new, high-efficiency heat pump for a $421 rebate.

4. Free Energy Tips Booklet

"Hot Tips for a Cool Summer" will give you even more ways to save on your cooling bills. It covers things you can do to limit your need for air conditioning and tips on the most energy-efficient cooling appliances. For sale, it's free. Call 1-800-952-5062 and ask for the "Hot Tips for a Cool Summer" booklet.

Call 1-800-952-5062 for a free Home Energy Survey.

You must have a Home Energy Survey to qualify for our energy-saving improvements and practices work best for you. They'll also tell you how to qualify for rebates, tax credits and low interest financing. Cool down your summer electric bill. Call and arrange your free Home Energy Survey today.
“Children of the World” Sing out for World Hunger

by Johnelle Cole, L.A.

“Children surely need to know that they have a say in the world that they live in,” I think that this will show that kids not only have great, great talent, and great desire to do things for the world, but they certainly are capable of this deed.” In a recent statement announcing the “Children of the World” Project to raise funds to benefit U.S.A. for Africa, Los Angeles radio personalty and project coordinator Benny Melendez called the recording and concert forum a turn of the tide opportunity for children to help children by raising their voices in song to a call for help and world hunger.

The “Children of the World” project brought together a multi-national chorus of 56 children and 22 celebrity kids ages 6 to 14 to make a new recording of the internationally popular song “We Are the World,” written by Lionel Richie and Michael Jackson. Fifteen hundred children whose heritage represented over forty countries of the world auditioned for the chorus before a panel of judges that included “Star Search” voice coach William Beals, Bob Bruck, chair of the 7-11 Kids Fan Fair, “Bob Brain Show” and Anthony Bertie of “Putting on the Hits.” Several thousand children accepted the invitation to participate in the recording session from America Audio Recording Studios in Hollywood, EMI, RKO and “Forever,” and the Hit Factory.

The children, under the direction of chore director Martha Woodhall, worked all day and into the evening, never losing their energy or their enthusiasm during the rehearsing, recording and re-recording of the harmonics and solo that will be heard on the “Children of the World” album. As one point during the recording session, producer George Duke was listening to the harmony of a quartet that included Glen Scarpelli. Duke passed briefly the first songs, “I think we have it,” the boys agreed with a grin, and a voice of children and applause rose from the pinball outside where parents and volunteers were watching the session on monitors.

As with the original “We Are the World” recording session, all services, materials and talent were donated and the essence was passionate. When asked why they auditioned for this project, most of the children voiced a feeling of responsibility to speak out and participate in the concern for the world. As one teen said, “Kids are the future of tomorrow.” “We proud to be here,” added Donato Penta of “Who’s the Boss?” “I want to help the Ethiopian children.” When invited to participate, Priscilla Weemer of the Danny Chanell series “Five Mile Creek,” wanted to audition with the rest of the kids, “I just wanted to audition with all the kids, not be treated special,” she said with sincerity. A poised and very talented girl, Priscilla was selected from the fifteen hundred who auditioned April.

Mary Royal Executive Director of USA for Africa has officially recognized the children of the “Children of the World” project and has given it his full support. The project includes a video to be filmed early in June. Under the masterful hand of producer George Duke, Philip Bailey, Stanley Clarke and the drumming from France’s famed Revolution, will lend their talents to the “Children of the World” recording. The lipdope of the “Children of the World” single will be called “Care for Kids,” and will be recorded on the album along with songs written by the kids and performed by stars involved with the project.

The world wide Action Group (WAG) is pleased to announce that the group is now holding its regular Monday meetings at Denny’s Restaurant, 740 West Second Street, Fullerton, California. We feel that this more consolidated meeting location will prove more accessible to the business community and will be openly addressed.

“Weekly meetings commence at 12:00 noon and the public is invited to attend,” concluded Clark L. Wilson, President of WAG.

For more information, please contact First Weekly, President and chairman at the following number (714) 820-1700.

The Westside Action Group is a community based organization which has been meeting for a weekly basis for the past 13 years. This body serves as a forum for the sharing of interests of the minority community in general and the Black Community in particular.

The Westside Action Group is not a political group, but a vehicle for the community to come together. The Westside Action Group was organized to help bring the community together. The Westside Action Group has been meeting for a weekly basis for the past 13 years. This body serves as a forum for the sharing of interests of the minority community in general and the Black Community in particular.

For more information, please contact First Weekly, President and chairman at the following number (714) 820-1700.

The Westside Action Group is a community based organization which has been meeting for a weekly basis for the past 13 years. This body serves as a forum for the sharing of interests of the minority community in general and the Black Community in particular.

The Westside Action Group is not a political group, but a vehicle for the community to come together. The Westside Action Group has been meeting for a weekly basis for the past 13 years. This body serves as a forum for the sharing of interests of the minority community in general and the Black Community in particular.

For more information, please contact First Weekly, President and chairman at the following number (714) 820-1700.

The Westside Action Group is a community based organization which has been meeting for a weekly basis for the past 13 years. This body serves as a forum for the sharing of interests of the minority community in general and the Black Community in particular.

The Westside Action Group is not a political group, but a vehicle for the community to come together. The Westside Action Group has been meeting for a weekly basis for the past 13 years. This body serves as a forum for the sharing of interests of the minority community in general and the Black Community in particular.

For more information, please contact First Weekly, President and chairman at the following number (714) 820-1700.

The Westside Action Group is a community based organization which has been meeting for a weekly basis for the past 13 years. This body serves as a forum for the sharing of interests of the minority community in general and the Black Community in particular.

The Westside Action Group is not a political group, but a vehicle for the community to come together. The Westside Action Group has been meeting for a weekly basis for the past 13 years. This body serves as a forum for the sharing of interests of the minority community in general and the Black Community in particular.

For more information, please contact First Weekly, President and chairman at the following number (714) 820-1700.
Second Latino Dinner A Resounding Success!!

When the doors were closed and the program began over 800 people attended the Second Latino Testimonial Awards Banquet (Dinner) which was held at the San Bernardino based Institute for Social Justice and Congresso Para Pueblos Unidos — (CUP) on May 27, 1985 at the Ram Cross Square in Riverside.

This year's banquet's theme was "Progress through Unity," and the Hispanic community all over the state came together in Unity, leaders from the community; and many others were on hand to enjoy, serve as role models or be honored by the community.

Co-MC's were, Frank Cruz of KNBC and Maria Elena Salinas of KNXV.

"Latinos and Latin of the Year," for both counties were Fred Ramirez, "Man of the Year," and Los Angeles, "Woman of the Year," were awarded to: Ray Abril, Electrical Engineer, Fleet Guarinero County include: Ray Abril, Electrical Engineer, Fleet

Awards include: Ray Abril, Electrical Engineer, Fleet

Carrillo, Electrical Engineer, Fleet

Rick Martinez, Reporter, Riverside

School District; and Richard

dent, Indio Housing Development

Fred Preciado, President of the

Year," for both counties were

Gents Organizatioo and E.liza Diaz,

�� Citv Unified School District.

the state came together in Unity, leaders from every walk of life

Banquet/ Dance, sponsored by the

as role modles or to be honored

by the communitv.

people enjoyed the Second Annual

as entertainment such as a play presented

from the "STOMP" band and

Early "Tommy Orlando and · Dawn,

in the Oscar nominated "A Souders

outstanding defensive lineman and

of General Hospital, Silver Medal

winner of the 1984 U.s. Ol

200 and 400 meter dash, Florence

Lawrence All-Pro lineman for the

of Cajon High School.

were the recipients of the coveted

Tom Hester Memorial Award for Top Male and Female Athlete of

the Year, respectively in the high school division.

America is today faced with the harsh

fact that tens of millions of its citizens simply cannot read or write.

According to the Department of

Education statistics, more than 23 million adults — approximately one out of seven — are functionally illiterate; they cannot read, write, or function adequately enough to do such simple things as balance a checkbook or understand a shopping receipt.

Each year, according to the Department of

Education, more than one million children are put on drugs. Psychiatrists find it hard to determine which of these alarming figures, or the use of powerful psychiatric drugs, in the schools booms as a major factor.

A recent report that year in FREE-

DOM, a Church of Scientology independent news journal, disclosed that some 300,000 American schoolchildren between six and twelve years of age were being given heavy doses of amphetamine to "miti-

fy" their "overactive" classroom behavior. Up to 5 per cent of the schoolchil-

dren in some states were maintained on the mind-cripplng drugs. In case after case over the years, the Church has seen that children

suffering from the harmful effects of

psychiatric drugs have done better in life as a result.

Despite psychiatry's attempts to pro-

vide "quick fix" solutions, the Church continues to grow.

In case after case, the Church of

Scientology has shown that psychiatric drugs have damaging and perpetuating effects. They have no place in the schools.

Scientists whose lives have been

presented by drugs can, however, be sal-

cifically helped. The Church of Scientology has come off drugs through the work of the Church of

Scientology. Many have gone on to lead happy, successful and productive lives.

Psychiatrists claim and psychologists have

taught that a person's IQ does not determine his or her intelligence — it is not true; a person's IQ and ability can be increased. Scientology does study

remedying study difficulties which can be

solved in a relatively short period of time, "Hypermotivity" and "learning disa-

bilities" in children are routinely

handled in Scientology — without drugs.

Using the technology of study researched and developed by the Church of

Scientology, children can advance three grade levels in one year, and 20 grade levels in five years.

The education of our children is our
duty. Despite psychiatry's attempts to pro-
deal with the problem of drug addiction, each year the Hester award is awarded to the best athlete from this areas five high

schools. The winner of the award was Michael Moore, a three sport athlete from Cajon High School.

The male entertainers and sports figures gave autographs after autograph sessions. Ray Abril and Carl Sagan were on hand to accept their awards.
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Scientology, children can advance three grade levels in one year, and 20 grade levels in five years.
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Community Carnival: Come out and help the students. This is an opportunity for the students to raise money for group projects. The Rotary Club of Perris will sponsor a Bicycle Safety Inspection. For more information call Mrs. Linda Dorner, student council advisor at 657-2174.

My version of what a teacher is, is that they help people get an education and make something of themselves. Teachers are people who basically want little kids to be like an adult, not physically, but mentally. You may be young, but that isn’t an excuse, not to learn. I mean, physically trying to be an adult is a different story, but thinking like an adult, will help you get a higher advantage of succeeding in a good education. A teacher will become part of the advantage you get, when you make the effort to want to learn.

When teachers correct kids who are up, they do it to help them in many educational ways. Some kids get really mad about it, but it is because they need to understand, teachers point of view.

By Ed Hardy,

---

Lillie Jackson Receives Award from Head Start...

Lillie Jackson, received a national award by the Department of Health and Human Resources, Healthy Children Award by the National Director, Mr. Murphy. Ms. Jackson was awarded her in appreciation for the years of dedicated service given to the children of families of project Head Start.

Lillie Jackson has been a Head Start teacher for 10 years and presently...

Sweet Adelines Host Guest Night....

All women who would like to learn, harmony or bar harmony parts to a song, will be instructed by the chorus, and served refreshments.

For additional information call (714) 820-0344 or 864-5803.

---

Inland Empire Players/Huckleberry Finn....

Huckleberry Finn, as scripted by Joe Knowle from Mark Twain’s (Mark Twain) Clemens’ classic story will be seen by young people, by the Inland Empire Players. The sometimes controversial and critically acclaimed story is called Clemens’ masterpiece. This children’s theatre version takes place in Louisiana, near the Mississippi River, during the summer of 1850. Two smooth-tongued crooks who call themselves the Duke and the King are posing as uncle of a pair of pretty orphan girls, Aunt Sally. Their plan is to steal the girls’ inheritance. Jim is threatened by their innuendo that he’s a runaway slave. Actually around when there’s a man who is...machtel, Huck and Tom must take fast action and they did! Dialogue of the era is used, as the events, seen through a teenage perspective, take place.

Co-produced by Ed Kasala and Tracy Green, the play is directed by Cecil Reddy, a veteran of theater across the U.S., now in BPD, production of Imaginary Invalid. Assisting the director is Roger Farmer, who was recently with GSB/Great Southern Bank. Cast as Huckleberry Finn is Michael Griffith, of Highland. Dawn Gimote of San Bernardino has the role of Juliana Wilkins.

The three day sessions, invites the public, knowledgeable U.S. Senators and Representatives to address issues of concern to the religious community. Issues covered related to the five new “Urban Networks” Equality and Economic Equity for women, Human Rights in the U.S., International Peace Economic Justice, and Immigration and Women's Rights. Conferences were brought on U.S. Senator Frank Church, Farm Bill/Food Stamps, Civil Rights, Treats, Waters, and the Federation of Poverty. INFACT is a national Christian Organization/ MISC was Washington Inland Empire Staff Council.

You and your soon to arrive boys will have together, will fulfill that apto do your work. We will guide you and teach you. We taught and guide you the work and the goals. We came to the reigns and the work.

Dont be hurted kids! You’ve already been hurt by some one, else, don’t make it worse by hurting yourself a second time.

Choose a name for your little one, it’s always darkest just before the dawn, so hang on!!

Tabitha.

If anyone wishes to express their thoughts and feelings please write to TABITHA P.O. Box 1581 Riverside, CA 92502

---
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The three day sessions, invites the public, knowledgeable U.S. Senators and Representatives to address issues of concern to the religious community. Issues covered related to the five new “Urban Networks” Equality and Economic Equity for women, Human Rights in the U.S., International Peace Economic Justice, and Immigration and Women’s Rights. Conferences were brought on U.S. Senator Frank Church, Farm Bill/Food Stamps, Civil Rights, Treats, Waters, and the Federation of Poverty. INFACT is a national Christian Organization/ MISC was Washington Inland Empire Staff Council.

You and your soon to arrive boys will have together, will fulfill that apto do your work. We will guide you and teach you. We taught and guide you the work and the goals. We came to the reigns and the work.

Dont be hurted kids! You’ve already been hurt by some one, else, don’t make it worse by hurting yourself a second time.

Choose a name for your little one, it’s always darkest just before the dawn, so hang on!!

Tabitha.

If anyone wishes to express their thoughts and feelings please write to TABITHA P.O. Box 1581 Riverside, CA 92502

---

Community Carnival: Come out and help the students. This is an opportunity for the students to raise money for group projects. The Rotary Club of Perris will sponsor a Bicycle Safety Inspection. For more information call Mrs. Linda Dorner, student council advisor at 657-2174.
WORD OF GOD

3rd Commandment

Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour.

Exodus 20:16

The Lord thy God will not hold him guiltless, that taketh a false witness against his neighbour.
The Philadelphia Plan - Move
Thursday, May 30, 1985
J.R. Long Returns

The nation and the world witnessed the building perhaps because of this, left with some unresolved and the embers been taken alive most alive most if not all would have received people.

The invisible lottery

According to the Supreme Court's holding in Furman v. Georgia in 1972, capital punishment is unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness of its imposition.

A majority of the court's opinion by Justice Stewart held, "the infliction of the death penalty as a punishment for crime is a violation of the Eighth Amendment prohibition against "cruel and unusu­al" punishment."

A dissenting opinion by Justice Brennan argued that the imposition of the death sentence is a "unique, insensitive, and discriminatory part of the criminal justice system."

The Supreme Court, in its decision in Furman v. Georgia, held that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is not applied consistently and thus is arbitrary.

In Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because it was applied arbitrarily.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty was unconstitutional because it was applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court held that the application of the death penalty was arbitrary and capricious.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court found that the death penalty was unconstitutional because the imposition of the death penalty was arbitrary.

In the Furman v. Georgia case, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because it was applied arbitrarily.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court declared the death penalty unconstitutional because it was applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court held that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the Furman v. Georgia case, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court found that the death penalty was unconstitutional because the imposition of the death penalty was arbitrary.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court held that the application of the death penalty was arbitrary and capricious.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the Furman v. Georgia case, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court found that the death penalty was unconstitutional because the imposition of the death penalty was arbitrary.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the Furman v. Georgia case, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court held that the application of the death penalty was arbitrary and capricious.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court found that the death penalty was unconstitutional because the imposition of the death penalty was arbitrary.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court found that the death penalty was unconstitutional because the imposition of the death penalty was arbitrary.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court held that the application of the death penalty was arbitrary and capricious.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court found that the death penalty was unconstitutional because the imposition of the death penalty was arbitrary.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court found that the death penalty was unconstitutional because the imposition of the death penalty was arbitrary.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court held that the application of the death penalty was arbitrary and capricious.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court found that the death penalty was unconstitutional because the imposition of the death penalty was arbitrary.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court found that the death penalty was unconstitutional because the imposition of the death penalty was arbitrary.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court held that the application of the death penalty was arbitrary and capricious.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court found that the death penalty was unconstitutional because the imposition of the death penalty was arbitrary.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court found that the death penalty was unconstitutional because the imposition of the death penalty was arbitrary.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it is applied arbitrarily and without uniformity.

In the case of Furman v. Georgia, the Supreme Court struck down the death penalty as unconstitutional because of the arbitrariness with which it is imposed.
Crossing Guard

LOYCE FREEMAN is a crossing guard at the Harriet Tubman Elementary School. She is telling her neighbor, Ellen Matthews, about her job.

"I started as a volunteer worker. Now I am paid by the hour. I don't make much money, but the pay is regular. I can count on it every week during the school year except during the holidays," Loyce said.

"How many hours do you work each day?" Ellen asked.

"I work a little more than an hour in the morning, at noon and in the afternoon. I average about 4 hours a day. That makes about 20 hours a week," said Loyce.

"Do you have another job?" asked Ellen.

"No, Ellen," said Loyce. My three children go to this school. They come to school early with me in the morning. They wait for me to go home in the afternoon. I do my housework until 11:45. Then I come back to school to become a crossing guard for the noon crowd. I get back home about 1:15. At 2:45, I return to the school to see the children home."

"This may sound like a silly question, but what does a crossing guard do?" asked Ellen.

"I stop the traffic at the crosswalk and lead the children across the street," replied Loyce.

"Do the cars always stop?" asked Ellen.

"Of course," said Loyce. "The drivers know what crossing guards are for. As soon as I raise my stop sign, the traffic comes to a full stop. I go back to the curb and lead the children across."

"Did you have to take a test to get your job?" Ellen asked.

"No, I didn't have to take a test. As I told you, I used to be a school volunteer. This was one of the jobs that needed to be done. This year money was put into the budget so that I could get paid," Loyce explained.

"Do you wear a uniform?" asked Ellen.

"I have a special hat and a shoulder badge that says 'crossing guard.' My stop sign is also part of my uniform," replied Loyce.

"You must like your work, don't you?" Ellen asked.

"You're right, Ellen," said Loyce. "I feel responsible for all of the little children who cross at my corner. Their safety is as important to me as if they were my own children."
Matthew Henson—Black Explorer

"I long to see them all again! the brave, cheery companions of the trail of the North.... I yearn to be with those who reach the South Pole. The lure of the Arctic is tugging at my heart, to me the trail is calling!

The Old Trail!
The Trail that is always New!

—Matthew A. Henson
A Negro Explorer at the North Pole

Matthew Alexander Henson was the first man to stand at the North Pole—the top of the world. As a member of Commodore Robert E. Peary's expedition, Henson reached the Pole on April 6, 1909, 45 minutes before the leader.

Matthew Henson was born in Charles County, Maryland on August 8, 1866, one year after the Civil War ended. His mother died when he was only 7 years old. Matthew went to live with his uncle in Washington, D.C.

When he was 31 years old, Henson returned to Baltimore. He always wanted to become a sailor. He got a job as a cabin boy on a ship called the Katie Hines. This ship was bound for Hong Kong (a colony in Southeastern China that belongs to England).

Henson worked on the ship for 5 years. He was promoted to the rank of able-bodied seaman. The captain of the Katie taught him many things about navigation and how to pilot a ship. The captain also helped him to learn how to read and write. From that time on he read everything he could get his hands on.

After the captain of the Katie Hines died, Henson left the ship. He got a job as a handy man in a clothing shop in Washington. One day, Robert E. Peary, an engineer for the U.S. Navy, came into the shop. After talking for a short time, Peary offered Henson a job as his valet. Peary was preparing to go to Nicaragua on an expedition.

Peary soon found that Henson knew how to chart paths through the jungle. Henson's experience as a seaman made him more valuable to Peary as an assistant than as a valet.

In 1888, Henson accompanied Peary and other explorers on an expedition to Greenland. Peary could not find anyone to finance the expedition. Henson volunteered his services. He received no pay.

Henson was the most useful member of the expedition. He knew how to use a hammer and a saw. He knew how to drive the dog teams. He also learned the Eskimo language more quickly than the other explorers.

From 1891 to 1906, Peary and Henson made seven attempts to reach the North Pole. All of these expeditions failed. Between trips, Henson worked in the Arctic section of the Museum of Natural History in New York City.

On July 8, 1908, Peary and Henson and other explorers set sail on a ship called the Roosevelt. They set up camp on Cape Columbia. The camp was 400 miles from the Pole.

Peary, Henson and four Eskimos reached the Pole on April 6, 1909. Peary sent Henson ahead as a trailblazer. Later, Peary wrote these words in his logbook:

"Arrived here today, 27 marches from Cape Columbia. I have with me 5 men, Matthew Henson, colored, Ootah, Egvingwa, Seegloo, and Ooqueah, Eskimos; 5 sledges and 28 dogs. The expedition under my command has succeeded in reaching the POLE...for the honor and prestige of the United States of America."

Peary turned to Henson. He pointed in the direction of the Pole and said:

"This scene my eyes will never see again. Plant the Stars and Stripes over there, Matt—at the North Pole."

Peary was the only White man in the party that reached the Pole. He had sent the rest of the party back to the base on Cape Columbia.

More than 25 years later, one of the White men, who had been sent back to the base, reported:

"Henson, the colored man, went with him [Peary] because he was a better man than any of his white assistants."

More than 28 years after this great discovery, Henson began to receive the recognition he deserved. In 1937, the exclusive Explorers Club invited Henson to become a member. In 1939, Howard University gave him an honorary Master of Science (M.S.) degree. In 1944, the U.S. Congress awarded Henson one of the joint medals honoring the 5 White explorers. In 1950, Henson was saluted by President Truman in special ceremonies at the Pentagon and in 1954, President Eisenhower honored Henson in ceremonies at the White House.
Maryland is one of the 7 South Atlantic States. It was named Terrae Mariae (Maria’s Land) in honor of Queen Henrietta Marie of England. Maryland became the 7th state on April 28, 1788.

The area of Maryland is 10,577 square miles. The state ranks 42nd in size (Alaska – 1st; Rhode Island – 50th).

More than 4,217,000 people live in Maryland. The state ranks 18th in population (California – 1st; Alaska – 50th).

More than 958,000 (22.7%) Black people live in the state of Maryland. The state ranks 6th in Black population.

There are more than 45,000 Hispanics in Maryland. This includes more than 9,000 Puerto Ricans; 12,000 Mexicans; and 5,000 Cubans.

There are more than 8,000 Native Americans (American Indians) in the state of Maryland. Many of the other ethnic groups also live in this state. There are more than 14,500 Chinese, 11,000 Filipinos, 4,800 Japanese, 13,700 Asian (East) Indians, 15,000 Koreans and 4,000 Vietnamese.

Annapolis is the capital of Maryland. The United States Naval Academy is located in this city. Other important cities are Baltimore (ranks 10th among the 25 largest cities in the U.S.), Silver Spring, Bethesda and Wheaton.

There are 28 American cities with a Black population of more than 100,000. Baltimore is 8th (431,151 – 54.8%). The city also ranks 8th in percentage of Black population.

There are 78 Black elected officials in Maryland. This includes Rep. Parren J. Mitchell of Baltimore in the U.S. House of Representatives and 20 in the state legislature; 46 city and county officials; 9 law enforcement officials; and 2 elected members of school boards.

Some famous Black Americans were born in the state of Maryland, including Rev. William M. Alexander, founder and first editor of The Afro-American newspaper; Benjamin Banneker, the first Black federal officeholder, inventor of the first striking clock made in America and one of the surveyors to lay out the District of Columbia; Frederick Douglass, abolitionist, writer, scholar, orator, diplomat and founder and editor of The North Star, the abolitionist newspaper; Eubie Blake, entertainer/composer, co-author and star composer of a number of musicals and composer of “I’m Just Wild About Harry”; Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, poet; Clarence E. Muse, composer of “When It’s Sleepy Time Down South”; and Elijah B. Tunnell of Maryland, the first American killed in the Spanish-American War, May 11, 1898.
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Black Cat's CUPBOARD

A "strict" vegetarian diet, followed for an extended period of time may result in a deficiency of iron and vitamin B12...

...a vitamin found almost exclusively in animal products and required in minute quantities!

Small amounts of milk and egg must be included in the diet to assure meeting our vitamin B12 needs!

Ample quantities of dark green, leafy vegetables and enriched or whole grain cereal products will help to meet the "strict" vegetarian's iron needs!

FIND THE HIDDEN PICTURES

There are many pictures hidden in this scene.

1. Find the picture that tells what Loyce steps at the crosswalk so the children can cross the street.

2. Find the first letters of the National Association of Colored Women's Clubs.

3. Find the picture of Matthew Henson.

4. Find the picture of the State Flower of Maryland.

5. Find the picture of the State Bird of Maryland.

6. Find the name of the vitamin that people who follow a strict vegetarian diet may lack.

7. Find the picture of Leona Vicario.

8. Find the picture that shows what Cato and the slaves marched to the beat of.

9. Find the picture of a fruit that you can eat before dinner to help you enjoy yourself without overeating.
The primary objective of The ADVANCER is to fulfill a basic part of the reading, motivational, comprehension enhancement and ego strengthening needs of our young and older adults not presently in any formalized public school system. Its secondary purpose is to serve as excellent supplemental reading for the large number of young people in public (and other formalized) schools where such help is indicated.

This new learning enhancement tool is being put together on a volunteer basis (there are no paid staff) either nationally or locally in AOPJ by experienced professionals who often have varying views concerning how (level-wise) such students should be approached. Since many of you, too, have opinions as reading specialists, we welcome your comments and would appreciate greatly your suggestions. Also, we invite—and urgently need—articles for inclusion in The ADVANCER. Each article must include a set of questions for use in your Tutor’s Guide.

Since we may have to combine similar articles and significantly edit others, we feel it is best to maintain a policy of no credits. The objective of all of us is to do what is helpful to them. Accordingly, we suggest that you:

1. Motivate student interest by introducing difficult words in each article with a discussion. If a chalkboard, easel or chart paper is available, write them before or as they are used in context.

2. Guide the reading of each article by posing questions using words in the text. If necessary, take a sentence at a time. As the student progresses, you can take a paragraph at a time.

3. Teach one skill after each article.

4. Have student re-read to put the skill word taught back into context.

For this issue, you might concentrate thusly:

**COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:**

**CROSSING GUARD—Ask:** Where does Loyce Freeman work? How much money does Loyce earn every week? When does she work? What does a crossing guard do? Does Loyce like her work?

**DID YOU KNOW THAT…—Ask:** What is the name of the oldest national Black women’s organization still in existence today? Which two groups merged to form the NACWC? Who was the first president of this organization?

**LEONA VICARIO—A MEXICAN HEROINE—Ask:** What is the name of the Black U.S. Representative from Maryland? Leona arrested? How did she escape from jail? How did Leona lose her property? What did the new Congress do for Leona?

**BLACK HISTORY LESSON—Ask:** Who was Cat? What happened to the slaves who followed him? How long did the law allow the slaves to work in the spring and summer? In the fall and winter? Who settled the colony of Georgia? Why did the trustees say that the settlers did not need slaves? Why do you think the Georgia Slave Code said that slaves could not own canoes or horses?

**OBESITY—Ask:** What is obesity? Name some things that we can do to enjoy our food without overeating.

**GRAMMAR REVIEW:**

A sentence is a group of words with a subject (noun or pronoun) and a verb that expresses a complete thought. An interrogative sentence asks a question.

**Example #1:** How many hours do you work?

**Example #2:** What does a crossing guard do?

Read the story on page 1. Find as many interrogative sentences (sentences that ask a question) as you can. Write these sentences in your notebook.
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLORED WOMEN'S CLUBS (NACWC) is the nation's oldest national Black women's organization still in existence today. From the beginning the main goal of this organization has been to reach out to help others.

In 1893, Hallie Q. Brown organized the Colored Women's League of Washington, D.C.

In the summer of 1985, representatives of 20 Black women's clubs met in Boston, Massachusetts. They formed the National Federation of Afro-American Women. Margaret Murray Washington (the wife of Booker T. Washington) was elected president.

Early in 1896, these two groups of Black women decided to merge. The new organization was called the National Association of Colored Women's Clubs. Mary Church Terrell was elected the first president.
The Carolinas

Last week we saw how a slave named Cato led a group of slaves to a warehouse on a plantation at Stono, South Carolina. They killed two guards and took guns and bullets. They planned to escape to Florida where they would be free.

The group of slaves, with Cato at their head, marched to the beat of two drums. They killed every White person who tried to stop them.

Every White man in the area got guns and went after the slaves. All but ten of the slaves were captured and put to death. In all, 30 White people and 44 Black people were killed.

The next year, another plot was discovered in the vicinity of Charleston. About 200 Blacks were involved in the plot. On the day the uprising was supposed to take place 150 unarmed Blacks were attacked by a mob of White men. Fifty Blacks were captured. Ten of them were hanged each day for five days. This was supposed to teach the other slaves a lesson.

The Slave Code was changed to make things harder for the slaves. Laws were passed which made it unlawful for more than two slaves to meet together. There was a stiff fine for selling liquor to slaves. Slaveowners were warned against being too hard on their slaves, because this might make them revolt.

Other laws made it unlawful for slaves to work more than 15 hours between March 25 and September 25 (spring and summer) and more than 14 hours a day between September 25 and March 25 (fall and winter).

In 1729, North Carolina and South Carolina became separate colonies. In 1741, North Carolina passed a new Slave Code. Slaves could not own property, carry guns, or go about without a written pass. Laws were passed to punish thieves, slaves who talked back to Whites and slaves who did business with White people.

There was no real slave uprising in North Carolina during the colonial period. There was a smaller number of slaves (in 1746, there were 19,000 Blacks in a population of 79,000) and few large plantations.

Georgia

The colony of Georgia was settled by English convicts who were released from prison to come to the New World. The trustees of the colony said there was to be ownership of land, no liquor and no slaves. The colony was to be an experiment in rehabilitation for criminals. They were to do their own work. They did not need slaves.

In 1750, settlers in the colony of Georgia were allowed to bring in Black slaves. Many slaveowning families moved into Georgia from South Carolina. By 1773, there were 18,000 Whites in Georgia and 15,000 Blacks.

In 1755, Georgia passed a Slave Code. Not more than seven slaves could meet together unless a White person was with them. Slaves could not own canoes, horses, cows, or sheep. No slave was to be taught to read and write. No slave was to work more than 16 hours a day.

There were few uprisings by Georgia slaves, but many ran away to Florida. The Whites of Georgia were not afraid of their slaves like the Whites of the other southern colonies. Blacks even served in the Georgia militia during the colonial period.

BE HEALTHY

Obesity is the condition of being very fat. Obesity contributes to many health problems.

People spend millions of dollars each year on medicines and programs to control weight. Holidays, like Thanksgiving and Christmas, are times when delicious foods are in plentiful supply. These times are especially hard for "weight watchers."

Here are some tips on good eating habits that will let you enjoy yourself without overeating.

- Have a nutritious breakfast each morning. This will give you energy for your daily activities.
- Let lunch be well-balanced and low in calories—lean meat, fish, or chicken;
- At dinner eat all your favorites, but in small portions.
- Try to eat with someone and talk a lot during the meal to slow down your eating time.

Enjoy yourself with sensible eating habits!